
Pinnacle 3051 

Chapter 3051 The Invincible Cyrus 

Levi was getting tired of all the farce he had to go through. 

If he had to teach every small fry that comes his way a lesson, he reckoned he would die of exhaustion. 

Even Parasite King, who could end a Deity with a flick of his wrist, was nothing to Levi. So it was only 

natural that Levi had zero interest in those weaker than Parasite King. 

He didn’t move from his position as he watched the scene. 

I don’t have to worry since many here can deal with them. I could finally take the nap that I so deserved. 

In contrast to Levi’s carefree attitude, the members of Black Sky Union and other organizations were in a 

confused state. 

They were at a loss for what to do after being surrounded by powerful opponents. 

They had no way of escaping. 

When they came for Levi with nefarious intentions, it never crossed their mind that they would be the 

ones who ended up surrounded instead. 

The scenario was too unbelievable. 

Moreover, the combat prowess of their opponents surrounding them was equivalent to a Deity. 

As for those that were Deities, to begin with, they were much stronger than a common Deity. 

How are we supposed to fight back? 

“Hmm? I think there’s still some of our people that haven’t arrived yet.” Levi sighed. 

Boom! 

then, a raging, storm-like 

swiftly switched from carefree 

could sense that the ability of the individual that just 

foe. Otherwise, he would have 

individual showed up, a terrifying 

Tory and the mercenary organizations were feeling pressured 

was definitely the most powerful Deity the 

seen Levi and the others before, so 

they had seen many Deities and 

of their comrades had died in the hands 



it was their first time to meet one 

fact that there was a gap in 

first for them to encounter 

individual is too 

had never seen many Deities, they had felt the aura of 

an aura similar to 

leaped into the 

“It’s Cyrus!” 

the rest managed to 

Cyrus to reach such a 

had been practicing Levi’s technique just 

Wow, he’s so powerful! 

Too d*mn powerful! 

Garrison, I’m here!” Cyrus called 

I’m sleeping here? Shut the hell up and handle all 

Chapter 3052 Idrae Gives His All 

“Pfft! None of you are any better than Parasite King! Don’t forget that you’ve committed all kinds of 

heinous acts all this while! Aren’t you well aware of how many people had met their end tragically 

because of you?” 

“Yeah! They’re all ruthless murderers who take others’ lives brutally. Don’t be fooled by them. They’re 

indeed wolves in sheep’s clothing!” 

“Let’s eradicate all of them so nobody will fall victim to them again!” 

Troy and the others lambasted and vowed to put an end to everything. 

Cyrus, who stood in front of them, snapped coldly, “Everyone, let me take charge of them. I’ll make all of 

them pay the price for what they’ve done today!” 

The others got all fired up and yelled out reluctantly. 

“No way! Count us in! Everyone should play a part in that!” 

“Let’s wipe them out together!” 

Troy, and the others charged 

to keep an eye on the latter. Hence, they would not hesitate to get rid of whoever had the gut to 



unfolded, resulting in blood-churning yowls among the members of the Black 

f*ck! The noise is killing me! Finish all of them soonest 

right!” the others responded respectfully and picked up their paces so their foes would 

one minute. No doubt, brutal murderers like them did 

the main ones carrying out the 

their battle zone were intimidated by Troy and the others’ 

clean up the mess. Shortly 

that Cyrus advanced 

“Cyrus, I’m impressed. You’ve 

match for you!” Cyrus replied awkwardly. In the face of the invincible Levi, he could not help but feel 

that he was just a 

initiate any strike, you’ll be the most unrivaled fighter 

in a good mood as half of Forlevia’s poison managed to be 

a matter of time for Evie’s poison to be fully expelled. Undoubtedly, things are on the right track now. 

Since you’ve made an announcement on the bounty, 

Chapter 3053 Wipe Out Elterton Star 

“Let’s fight against them and wipe them out! How could they have the gut to get under our skin! D*mn 

it!” 

“How could Xyperia took Idrae’s side?” 

Troy and the others flared up. They could barely wait to strike against Idrae and Xyperia, and skin them 

alive. 

“Not only that, even the mysterious force is going after those who dare to take up the bounty! Not to 

mention, there is more than one mysterious force. I have a hunch their subordinates might even 

outnumber those assigned by Idrae! Thus, all those thinking of taking up the bounty are eradicated. As a 

result, it scares the wits out of the others,” Digital God explained further. 

Only then did they realize that the current circumstance was a lot worse than expected. Idrae, Xperia, 

and the mysterious forces were seemingly in sync with each other, leaving no stones unturned. 

They joined hands to ensure whoever tended to take up the bounty would be gotten rid of. In the worst-

case scenario, anyone who was able to cure Evie’s poison would be killed sooner or later. 

cure Forlevia’s poison. After all, her poison was too strong, and 

foresaw it would not 

the mysterious forces made a deal and tried to 



take up the bounty, they would not hesitate to fight against the former too. It was as though the 

persistence to eliminate 

he was not the slightest bit astounded by 

been scheming to set up the masterminds in the dark with the announcement of the bounty. He 

intended to lure them into stopping anyone who tried 

the identities of the forces destroying the blood alteration records, snatching his resources by deceiving 

him with the so-called Ten Millenium Snow Lotus, and manipulating 

anything, he vowed to get 

me! The masterminds can’t hide in the dark forever! By hook or 

waiting for the golden opportunity whereby the masterminds would act impulsively out of recklessness. 

Unavoidably, they would tend to let their guards down unknowingly when 

anyone from curing Forlevia’s poison. D*mn it! How could they have the heart to do so! Xperia even 

dispatched eight hundred 

intent intensified. The others blew a gasket at the forces’ inhumanness, let 

Chapter 3054 Alone 

Everyone could barely wait to witness the mind-boggling scene of an upcoming intense battle and the 

victorious moment when Levi vanquished Xyperia. 

They happened to know that Xyperia was creating Deities maniacally with newfound resources and 

Idrae’s method. Ah! The more, the merrier! They should have tens of thousands of Deities for Levi to 

vent his anger! 

However, Digital God could not resist wailing, “But those insolent fellows boast that they’ll get rid of 

anyone curing Evie’s poison. Be it Rodunst or Terrandya, they will get rid of those standing in their way!” 

Even though they foresaw it was just a matter of time for Levi to pay the latter back in their coin, they 

flipped out at their foes’ haughtiness. 

Hitting the roof, Troy and the others gritted their teeth and rebuked, “D*mn it! I can’t stand those 

fellows’ impudence!” 

Dr. Erebus asked quizzically, “Mr. Garrison, isn’t there anything we can do at the moment? After all, 

Evie’s poison must be cured as soon as possible. But if they continue to stand in our way, I’m worried 

chances of Evie being cured will be very slim.” 

“Of course not! I still need your help to keep an eye on them. Since others don’t dare to take up the 

bounty openly, why not send it to their doorsteps?” Levi stated casually. 

words, Dr. Erebus nodded. “Ah! I got 

me a hand. Cyrus, there’s finally something that you can help me with!” Levi gazed at Cyrus earnestly. 

He believed the latter should be able to cope with things in general with his impressive capability at 



Wynona and Mia had been practicing Cyrus’ 

of tracking someone down, aren’t you? You can rely 

powerful as Ten Millenium Snow Lotus. If we manage to obtain that, Evie’s poison will be cured 

successfully!” Levi assigned him 

that all the while but to no 

Levi assigned Cyrus to that, presuming that he might be able to have more findings with his 

organization, “I need you to investigate 

changes. Thus, he presumed it was easier for them to track down someone as compared 

everyone geared up with their 

the moment that Levi had been anticipating was 

League knew about the tragic fate of the Black Sky 

you’re indeed a despicable fellow! It never occurs to me that you would have the mercenary 

organizations to back you up!” someone in Heavenly League bellowed in 

instructed all the Heavenly Guards to leave wittingly, thinking of taking a large portion for 

Chapter 3055 The Internal Dispute 

“Oh yeah! How’s Hydron doing at the moment? Why haven’t they made any move even after 

assembling for quite a while? They haven’t even sought Idrae for payback, have they?” Levi asked in 

bafflement when he suddenly remembered the organization taking the same stance as them. 

“We’re clueless about that as we haven’t gotten any news from them,” someone replied Levi. 

On the other hand, Hydron had a conflict among themselves. 

As the whole organization was targeting to stop anyone from curing Forlevia’s poison, they assigned 

assassins to get rid of everyone taking up Levi’s bounty. 

On top of that, they were in sync with Idrae and the mysterious forces discreetly. At the same time, their 

organization was gradually expanding. 

As time elapsed, some of the members started to voice their doubts. They had joined the organization 

with the intention of seeking vengeance against Idrae. Nevertheless, they found out the organization 

had not mentioned a single word about it. 

higher-ups of the organization used to assign assassins to assassinate the members of 

to mention, none of them brought up 

higher-ups were solely thinking of obtaining more resources to strengthen themselves, expand the scale 

of the organization, increase the 

their greed, they had been exploited by others and tended to put 



the members understood their need for resources and Deities to expand the 

the mighty Idrae. Thus, they could accept that the higher-ups had no choice but to give in to Idrae 

temporarily while trying to strengthen their capability through 

could not fathom why the higher-ups not only held their tongue about taking 

his daughter’s poison could not be cured. After all, he should not have rejected to join their organization 

and seek vengeance 

it was preposterous for them to join hands with Idrae. Every single one in Hydron was harboring a 

grudge against the latter. A lot of them had been living in agony ever since their parents lost their lives, 

their grandparents abducted 

to annihilate them to avenge their family members. In 

seemed to be able to face their anguish head-on. They stopped dwelling over Idrae and their grudge 

against them. Some could even talk about Idrae placidly as though they had gotten over what 

on settling a score with Idrae why their organization was willing to join hands with their mortal enemy, 

with whom they 

Chapter 3056 Cyrus Finds The Magical Medicine 

“No! Are you trying to use the straw man’s argument here? Since when are we allied with Idrae? Have 

you seen us getting in contact with them? I suppose not! As of now, it is nothing but a coincidence that 

we have the same objective as they do. However, we are not collaborating with them! Idrae remains our 

enemy, and we are strengthening ourselves every day just so that we can exact revenge on them!” 

“However, how can you tolerate sharing the same goals as your enemy? Aren’t you supposed to protect 

what your enemy hates? I feel that we should be protecting Levi and his daughter instead of harming 

them, especially since Idrae is trying to do them in. As of now, how are our actions any different than 

that of Idrae’s?” 

Those men hated Idrae to the core and couldn’t wait to exact their revenge. 

Consequently, they would get all worked up as long as anything related to Idrae was brought up. 

To them, an enemy’s enemy was their friend. 

Idrae’s actions, they were adamant in their refusal to accept the 

facts. Idrae 

the men accused the dissenters of 

them and asked, “I want 

many in the organization were confused as to why were they 

but 

thought, they realized there was no reason for them to hold a 



them in seeking revenge due to being 

of people out there who chose not to join us in our quest 

“This…” 

the men who had invited Levi before were visibly stunned, for they had no answers 

Chapter 3057 The Magical Medicine Is In A Secret Lock Box 

Meanwhile, Cyrus, who was more powerful, finally found the magical medicine in three days’ time. 

As a result, Chad was impressed by his efficiency. 

Unfortunately, he was still too late, as someone had moved the magical medicine away. 

In spite of that, no one could deny how effective Cyrus was. 

Subsequently, Cyrus continued to discover more of them and almost exposed the mysterious faction. 

Having been pushed to desperation, the organization held an auction to sell Chad’s magical medicine on 

a nameless island located in the eastern sea of Erudia. 

The moment news of the auction spread, everyone was shocked. 

Even Cyrus looked at Levi fearfully. 

Despite the calm look on Levi’s face, Cyrus could recognize how terrifying it actually was. 

to finally reveal themselves? Because that’s 

All they need to do is get someone else to run the auction on their behalf. They must have predicted 

that I will definitely attend. Also, Idrae would be there to stop me. I suppose that they want to ridicule 

me 

to be 

With so many factions making a move at the same time, it would certainly work to our advantage. 

Hence, 

identity, for they will definitely leave 

nodded, “All right then, I’ll personally make a trip 

humiliate Levi, their 

be easy to track them 

they were the mysterious group that was controlling 

at tracking them down, he finally stirred 

Levi by holding an auction just 



in the world found out about Chad. On top of that, they were even told that he was in possession of the 

Ten Millenium Snow Lotus where all previous attempts 

the entire world was in an 

the magical 

Levi, they 

gotten his hands on the magical medicine, 

they resolved to stop Levi from 

to attend the auction for 

Chapter 3058 No Chance At All 

In other words, if one wanted to obtain the magical medicine whole, one had to cooperate with the 

masked men and get them to unlock the box with a secret code. 

From Idrae’s perspective, their goal was to win the bid for the magical medicine, for it was a highly 

coveted magical herb after all. 

In the event they failed to win the bid, they didn’t mind letting someone else have it as long as it wasn’t 

Levi. 

Worse comes to worst, they would destroy the magical medicine within the box. 

At the same time, Hydron too had the same strategy. 

Meanwhile, a massive crowd had turned up for the auction due to the value and attraction of the 

magical medicine. 

Evidently, the mysterious faction intended to make a fortune by also accepting spiritual energy crystals 

and magical herbs for the auction. 

Soon, Levi and his entourage arrived at the island. 

Prior to his arrival, he had already made some arrangements. 

By hook or by crook, he was going to unravel the mysterious faction’s identity. 

the main objective was still to secure the magical medical 

the 

men didn’t 

the blood alteration record must be here. They must be going all out to stop us,” Dr. Erebus 

try your best to pick them out. Also, can we confirm the identity of the group 

on. On top of that, the organization that has custody of the event seldom sends their own men 

magical medicine is located, 



his men 

a masked 

auction today belong to Chad Holden, Miracle Doctor of Erudia. In total, ten items are to be put on 

had he spoken than everyone was filled 

be one magical medicine on auction, which would be difficult 

that there were ten items, their chances of 

organized just for the sake 

grip on Chad to the extent of taking possession 

what should we do?” 

for all of the 

has suffered regardless of how serious they are. After being nourished for 

the feverfew leaf was brought out, a strong medicinal aura 

pieces of ordinary spiritual energy crystals or five 

Chapter 3059 Another Enemy Of Levi 

Right when they were about to call out their bid, a voice rang out, “Five hundred pieces of high-grade 

spiritual energy crystals!” 

Both Idrae and Hydron were stunned because it was someone else who did so. 

Is that another enemy of Levi’s? 

They weren’t the only ones who felt that way. 

Even the host of the auction reacted with surprise under his mask. 

Is someone else trying to stop Levi too? 

Other than, Idrae, Hydron, and the mysterious organization controlling Chad, he was surprised to learn 

that someone else was out to undermine Levi. 

Not only did the turn of events surprise everyone, but that person also cried out his bid in a confident 

manner, as if he wasn’t afraid of Levi at all. 

“Just as expected, they’re here!” 

Since Levi couldn’t recognize those that were present, he had no idea the bidder that appeared wasn’t 

from one of the three suspected factions. 

Given Levi’s unlimited resources, he wasn’t threatened by anyone at all. 



Hence, Dr. Erebus doubled the bid right away. “A thousand pieces of high-grade spiritual energy 

crystals!” 

The earlier bidder continued, “Two thousand pieces of high-grade spiritual energy crystals!” 

“Three thousand!” 

“Four thousand!” 

“Ten thousand!” 

spiraled to ten thousand pieces of spiritual energy crystals which shocked 

Even Idrae was dumbstruck. 

they were still restricted by their 

for them 

to focus on 

what they could do to stop Levi 

they could do, for 

no 

In fact, the number of resources they 

organizer to jack up 

the mysterious person continued to bid 

courage he was showing, he didn’t seem like he was blindly bidding at 

fact, it looked as if he was a serious competitor who caught 

feverfew leaf wasn’t worth that much, and the bid had long 

crystals could purchase at least five hundred pieces of feverfew 

moment, Levi noticed that something was 

stop me on the very last item. Therefore, it doesn’t make sense for them to go all out now. Even Xyperia 

wouldn’t allow them to 

continue?” 

it’s pointless to do 

aware that the other party was 

Chapter 3060 As Rich As Levi 

Gasps! Everyone caught their breath again. 



This guy is even more f*cking aggressive than Levi! 

He is not trying to jack up the price. Instead, he is truly getting in Levi’s way! 

The pill might be worth a lot but certainly not ten thousand pieces of high-grade spiritual energy 

crystals. 

That’s a crazy amount of resources! 

Everyone was completely flabbergasted. 

Even Idrae and the auction organizer were stunned by the knowledge that there was someone who 

could go head to head with Levi in terms of his resources. 

In fact, that person was more ruthless than Levi when it came to their bids. 

“Should we continue?” Dr. Erebus asked. 

Just like Levi, he too was shocked. 

“No. His objective is just to get in our way,” Levi replied as he planned to observe further. 

“And now, for the third item—” 

thousand pieces of high-grade spiritual energy 

mysterious man bid before Levi had time 

Let’s continue and see how 

Levi was taken aback, everyone else 

alone had 

can we even 

“The fourth item…” 

pieces!” the man cried out 

was as if he enjoyed splurging at the auction and 

that the man had an endless supply of resources which he didn’t seem 

was sold for 

had won the bid for eight items with an increasingly 

so high that he priced everyone, including Levi, out of 

he paid were so high that they were more than a thousand times 

the only one bidding, for no one else 

first time everyone saw someone put Levi 



there actually someone who 

on the resources that Levi controlled, he was likely capable of taking 

power of a nation 

out of nowhere and successfully put Levi in his 

he could do was 

was defeated in a competition of resources, astounding both himself 

of that, Levi was actually capable of meeting the challenge, for he, on a certain level, had an 


